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	 	 1.)	 A	Pokédex	is	a	handheld	digital	encyclopedia	that	stores	and	presents	data
	 	 	 for	all	Pokémon	and	provides	Pokémon	Trainers	with	material	which	can
	 	 	 be	referenced	at	anytime	during	their	journey.	The	contact	list	is	not	an
	 	 	 encyclopedia,	but	it	does	store	and	present	data	to	the	user	on	every
	 	 	 contact	programmed	into	their	phone.	Although	it	must	be	inputted	
	 	 	 manually,	it	can	be	referenced	at	any	point	thereafter.		
	 	 2.)	 A	Pokédex	displays	all	information	relating	to	each	Pokémon,	such	as	
	 	 	 biological	information,	reference	pictures,	audio	cry,	and	habitat	based
	 	 	 upon	the	time	of	day.	Although	not	as	descriptive,	the	contact	list	does
	 	 	 contain	information	such	as	the	phone	number	of	a	contact,	address,


















6  Review of Literature

















  UI is Communication: How to Design Intuitive, User-Centered Interfaces






































































































































 Subject Matter Generation I: Pokémon Red, Pokémon Blue, and Pokémon Yellow
 Literature as of	 Developed	by	Game	Freak,	Inc.
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 interface of 
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 Yellow.3 
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	 	 The	third	Pokédex	critiqued	is	from	the	Generation	III	series	of
	 	 Pokémon	games.





























 The Pokédex 









  C D
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  G H
	 	 The	fourth	Pokédex	critiqued	is	from	the	Generation	III	Remake
	 	 series	of	Pokémon	games.




























 The Pokédex 




 and Pokémon 
 Platinum.7





  D E F
	 	 The	fifth	Pokédex	critiqued	is	from	the	Generation	IV	series	of
	 	 Pokémon	games.
  What style layout was used?
	 	 This	generation	Pokédex	is	consistent	with	the	landscape	orientation.
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 interface of 
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	 	 The	sixth	Pokédex	critiqued	is	from	the	Generation	IV	Remake	series	of
	 	 Pokémon	games.
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 interface of 
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  D E
	 	 The	seventh	Pokédex	critiqued	is	from	the	Generation	V	series	of
	 	 Pokémon	games.









  What features were included in the Pokédex?
	 	 New	features	were	not	added	to	this	generation	of	the	Pokédex.
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 interface of 
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	 	 The	eighth	Pokédex	critiqued	is	from	the	Generation	V	Sequel	series	of
	 	 Pokémon	games.
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 FIGURE 10
  I J
























 The “Oak” 
 application for 
 the iPhone.12 
  A B




  E F
	 	 The	second	mobile	Pokédex	application	critiqued	is	“Oak”	by	Caleb	
	 	 Thorson.





















 Dex” application 
 for the iPhone.13
  A B
 




  E F
	 	 The	third	mobile	Pokédex	application	critiqued	is	“PokeDream	Dex”	by	
	 	 Wei	Yeh.
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  Apple iPhone Features:
  A contact list
	 	 A	profile	page	for	each	contact



















  Text Representation in the Connex:





  A numerical number
  






















 Layout Style 2
 FIGURE 16





















 Layout Style 2.A
































   
 FIGURE 20
 Layout Style 2.C
  A: Homepage B: Add New Contact




 Layout Style 2.C
  D: Favorites Page E: Rating System

























 Concept ideas for 
 navigation icons.
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 A base gridline
 structure to 
 serve as the 
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 FIGURE 25
  A: Homepage with Gridlines B: Homepage without Gridlines
 FIGURE 26




  A: Search with Gridlines B: Search without Gridlines
 FIGURE 28
  A: Settings with Gridlines B: Settings without Gridlines
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 FIGURE 29
  A: Add Contact with Gridlines B: Add Contact without Gridlines
 FIGURE 30
  A: Contact Profile with Gridlines B: Contact Profile without Gridlines
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 The addition of
 the “Work” icon 
 and profile page.










 The addition of 
 the “Medical” 
 icon and profile 
 page.












  A: Homepage B: Add Contact Page
  C: Favorites Page D: Rating Page
62
 FIGURE 35
  E: Search Page F: Settings Page
  G: Contact Profile Page
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  Contact Information:
	 	 Home	Phone	Number



































































 A blog created on
 a roleplaying site,
 coded to present
 information on




































































   
 FIGURE 43
  A: Contact Profile B: Personal Profile
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 FIGURE 43



























































 The homepage 
 with the default 








































  A: Homepage B: Favorites Page
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 FIGURE 49
  C: Rating Page D: Search Page
  E: Contact Profile F: Personal Profile
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 FIGURE 49
  G: Work Profile H: Medical Profile
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 The color 
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 FIGURE 52
 The color 
 scheme used 
 for the Kanto 
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 shown in FIGURE 
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 FIGURE 54























































































































   

































  A: Homepage B: Favorites Page
  C: Rating Page D: Search Page
98
 FIGURE 60
  E: Contact Profile Page F: Personal Profile Page
  G: Work Profile Page H: Medical Profile Page
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  The Process | Element Type
	 	 In	the	Pokémon	universe,	there	are	eighteen	different	elemental	types.	
 FIGURE 61
 A chart showing
 the 18 elements
 found within the












  List of elemental type matches:
	 	 Ground	 =	 Family
	 	 Rock	 =	 Friends
	 	 Steel	 =	 Besties
	 	 Grass	 =	 Logical/Rational/Sensible
	 	 Fire	 =	 Significants
	 	 Water	 =	 Acquaintance
	 	 Ice	 =	 Unresponsive
	 	 Bug	 =	 Annoying
	 	 Poison	 =	 Enemy
	 	 Psychic	 =	 Psycho
	 	 Dark	 =	 Frienemies
	 	 Normal	 =	 Normal/Sane
	 	 Flying	 =	 Flaky/Unreliable
	 	 Dragon	 =	 Co-workers
	 	 Fairy	 =	 Clingy/Needy
	 	 Electric	 =	 Party	Group
	 	 Fighting	 =	 Rivals

















	 	 Grass	 =	 Family
	 	 Fire	 =	 Friends
	 	 Water	 =	 Acquaintances
	 	 Ground	 =	 ???
	 	 Rock	 =	 ???
	 	 Steel	 =	 ???
	 	 Ice	 =	 ???
	 	 Bug	 =	 ???
	 	 Poison	 =	 ???
	 	 Psychic	 =	 ???
	 	 Dark	 =	 ???
	 	 Normal	 =	 ???
	 	 Flying	 =	 ???
	 	 Dragon	 =	 ???
	 	 Fairy	 =	 ???
	 	 Electric	 =	 ???
	 	 Fighting	 =	 ???











	 	 Grass	 =	 Family
	 	 Fire	 =	 Friends
	 	 Water	 =	 Acquaintances
	 	 Ground	 =	 Aunt/Uncle
	 	 Rock	 =	 ???
	 	 Steel	 =	 Parents
	 	 Normal	 =	 ???
	 	 Electric	 =	 Online	Friends
	 	 Fighting	 =	 Best	Friends
	 	 Dark	 =	 ???
	 	 Bug	 =	 ???
102
	 	 Poison	 =	 Client	 	
	 	 Ice	 =	 Friend	of	a	Friend
	 	 Psychic	 =	 Friend	of	the	Family
	 	 Flying	 =	 Classmate
	 	 Dragon	 =	 ???
	 	 Fairy	 =	 ???
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 reveal more 
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  The Process | Finale
 FIGURE 77




  A: Homepage B: Homepage with Shortcut
  C: Favorites Page D: Rating Page
119
 FIGURE 77
  E: Search Page F: Settings Page
  G: Manage Groups in Settings H: Manage Elements in Settings
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 FIGURE 77
  I: Contact Profile Page J: Personal Profile Page
  K: Work Profile Page L: Medical Profile Page
121
  Summary | User Feedback


















































 SURVEY 3	 The	first	round	of	conducted	surveys	were	administered	via	Skype	and
	 	 Facebook,	and	consisted	of	forty	people	that	were	not	fans	of	the
 Referencing	 Pokémon	franchise.	A	second	round	of	surveys	were	administered




	 	 1)		 Which	color	best	represents	family?	Green,	Red,	or	Blue?
	 	 2)		 Which	color	best	represents	friends?	Green,	Red,	or	Blue?
	 	 3)		 Which	color	best	represents	acquaintances?	Green,	Red,	or	Blue?
	 	 4)		 Which	element	best	represents	family?	Grass,	Fire,	Water?
	 	 5)		 Which	element	best	represents	friends?	Grass,	Fire,	Water?
	 	 6)		 Which	element	best	represents	acquaintances?	Grass,	Fire,	Water?

























































































  APPX C | Typography
	 	 In	total,	eight	typographic	font	styles	were	tested	for	the	Connex
	 	 application	based	on	three	criteria:
	 	 1)	 Pixelated	-	the	font	had	to	contain	a	pixelated	design
	 	 2)	 Legibility	-	the	font	had	to	be	crisp	and	distinguishable	when	scaled
	 	 	 	down	to	a	small	font	size,	or	up	to	a	large	font	size.
	 	 3)	 Kerning	-	the	proper	spacing	between	letters	and	words	must	be




































  APPX D | Proposal
  The Connex:
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  APPX D | Signatures
 
 Date Chris Jackson, Chief Advisor
  School of Design
 Date Shaun Foster, Associate Advisor
  School of Design
 Date Nancy Ciolek, Associate Advisor
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  APPX D | Literature Review

















  UI is Communication: How to Design Intuitive, User-Centered Interfaces









































































































 Subject Matter Generation I: Pokémon Red, Pokémon Blue, and Pokémon Yellow
 Literature as of	 Developed	by	Game	Freak,	Inc.







































































































  APPX D | Pokédex Designs
 FIGURE 1
  A: Generation I Pokédex  B: Generation II Pokédex
  C: Generation III Pokédex D: Generation III Remake Pokédex
  E: Generation IV F: Generation IV G: Generation V
  Pokédex Remake Pokédex Pokédex
142
  APPX D | Concept Ideation
 FIGURE 2
  A: Homepage  B: Homepage
  C: Homepage
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 FIGURE 2
  D: Personal Profile Page  E: Work Profile Page
  F: Settings Page  G: Settings Page
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  APPX D | Methodology





 Hardware &	 Nintendo	DS	System
 Software	 Nintendo	3DS	System


























































  APPX D | Evaluation
 Usability Testing	 Peers	will	evaluate	the	Connex	application	during	the	different	stages	of
	 	 the	design	process.	Each	survey	will	ask	for	opinions	on	different	design
	 	 styles,	colors,	and	design	features.







  APPX D | Pragmatics
 Expenses Budget	 Nintendo	Gameboy	Color	 Acquired
	 	 Nintendo	DS	Lite	 Borrow
	 	 Nintendo	3DS	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Red	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Blue	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Yellow	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Silver	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Gold	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Crystal	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Sapphire	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Ruby	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Emerald	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Diamond	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Pearl	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Platinum	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Black	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	White	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	Black2	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	White2	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	X	 $43.19
	 	 Pokémon	Y	 $43.19
	 	 Pokémon	FireRed	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	LeafGreen	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	SoulSilver	 Acquired
	 	 Pokémon	HeartGold	 Acquired
	 	 Apple	iPhone	 $500–$700
	 	 Computer	 Acquired
	 	 Adobe	Photoshop	 Acquired
	 	 Adobe	After	Effects	 Acquired
 Time Budget	 See	Timeline	on	page	151.
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